
A Homeowner's Guide
to a FIFABQ Harvest

Contact Us

TWITTER
@FOODISFREEABQ

FACEBOOK
@FOODISFREEALBUQUERQUE

INSTAGRAM

INFO@FIFABQ.ORG                                         505-398-0343



FIFABQ COVID-19 Guidelines
As of June 2020

Homeowner remaining a 6-10 foot distance
Facial masks not being worn
Tools only being handled solely by FIFABQ volunteers
Documents not being completed before start time
<online or a hard copy day of>

Food is Free Albuquerque will be following all state-
mandated guidelines regarding COVID-19. FIFABQ will
implement safety precautions as knowledge is acquired. 
 
Safety measures are up to each individual LEAD
HARVESTER and may change during each harvest. Our
priority is ensuring the safety and comfort of our
volunteers as well as the homeowners and community we
are serving.
 
FIFABQ reserves the right to deny harvest if safety requests
of the HARVESTER are not followed by the homeowner. This
may include, but is not limited to:

 
Final say is up to the Lead Harvester & may change daily.

 
Thank you for your cooperation as we navigate 

this new and ever-changing situation.



should I expect before 

+ during harvest?What
Pre-Harvest

All details of harvest confirmed
Clean harvesting area of animal waste + hazards
Communicate any pertinent information to your Lead
Harvester (gate codes, etc.)

Harvest Day

Remain a safe distance from Harvesting Volunteers
Clearly communicate tree information
Please make sure all animals are put away
Lead Harvester will let you know they have arrived
Lead Harvester reserves the right to end  harvest at ANY
time and for any reason
Feel free to ask questions!

Post-Harvest

Your Lead Harvester will let you know they have finished
Tell your friends + neighbors
Expect a follow-uo survey + tax recipet via email



Why should I map my tree?
The city is shaded by our tree canopy, which is shrinking. Less shade
means hotter temperatures. In partnership with Tree New Mexico,
FIFABQ is setting out to track all of the fruit trees in our area. The
canopy will be monitored as well as the health of each tree, including
the amount of fruit harvested from it annually. 
 
What is done with the information?
It is stored in a private, secure database called TreePlotter. FIFABQ will
collect data on the health, productivity, and location of the tree(s).
 
What do I need to do?
Register at: http://bit.ly/TreeMaps   
Then sit back and RELAX!
 
Who can access the data?
Only FIFABQ + Tree New Mexico.

Map your tree  with                              FIFABQ
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Shucker
Shucker : shuck; shucking; shucked (n.) 

A Human who gets stuff done.
 

Our Shuckers know that running a nonprofit isn't easy. 

 

Continued support through monthly pledges allows FIFABQ to

provide creative solutions for the 70,000 New Mexican dealing

with food insecurity each week. [NMVoices.org]

 

Support your favorite program today at bit.ly/DonateFIFABQ or by

texting FIFABQ to 4-4321.

 

MONTHLY  DONOR

PROGRAM

WANT TO DO MORE?

BECOME A

"I support FIFABQ through
monthly giving because they
connect our community by
redistributing food that
would otherwise go to

waste."

                                - Trista


